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Abstract—A new approach for recommender systems design is
discussed. The considered system should rely only on the anony-
mous receipts’ data and information about products currently
bought by a customer. The preference rating for an arbitrary
product is calculated as a classification result of a combined
feature description of a product that currently is being bought
and products that have been bought previously by the same
customer. The corresponding product descriptions are formed
by vectors of distances between the products and precalculated
product clusters obtained by applying hierarchical clustering
technique to binary matrix that descibes relevance between
products and receipts . The proposed method was compared with
two other techniques in experiments with real retail data. The
first one evaluates preference rating simply as a product sales
rate. The second technique uses association rules combinations.
It was shown by experiments that proposed method outperforms
two last ones in terms of areas under ROC curves.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid growth of online sales, IT businesses and
traditional retailers are looking for various opportunities to
improve the quality of customer service and increase revenue.
Personalizing an offer is one such opportunity. Personalization
is implemented by generating proposals for each client based
on previously collected data [1]. These proposals are required
to take into account the preferences of each client. The
advantages of personalization have two aspects: on the one
hand, this leads to an increase in revenue for the retailer by
increasing sales as a result of providing customers with a set of
products that more closely matches their preferences [1], and
on the other hand, it attracts customer attention and contributes
to their loyalty and satisfaction [2].

To give an example, today Amazon.com uses collaborative
filtering to provide recommendations to its users [1], [3]. Also,
there are many startups that invest in highly personalized
online shopping technologies, including Stitch Fix, a women’s
clothing retailer who periodically sends boxes of five items
of clothing tailored to each client’s taste (for example, size,
favorite brand and color, budget). Trunk Club is another similar
company serving male customers. Ropazi is a text messaging
service that specializes in personalized clothing offerings for
children.

Online stores collect a lot of customer data (e.g. demo-
graphic, transactional, etc.). However, given the wide range
of customer profiles, collecting enough transaction data for
each customer profile may not be possible. This, in turn, limits

the seller’s ability to accurately assess preferences and offer
personalized assortments.

The purpose of this article is to study the effective use
of data to personalize offers to retail customers, mainly with
online purchases. In general, the model of the relationship
between the retailer and the buyer is as follows: the appearance
of the client is considered consistent, so the seller offers each
buyer a range of products, then the client decides whether
to make a purchase. The retailer may encounter restrictions
in terms of display or capacity, which limit the number of
products in the offer. The retailer’s goal is to maximize the
expected total revenue for the sales season. Usually, customers
are divided into different profiles according to information
about past transactions (for example, purchase history, payment
method). This information is exogenous and is available to
the retailer after the purchase. In the current case, the client
identifier: a bank card or a client card may not be present.
Therefore, all identification is based on a set of goods being
bought.

It is worth noting the fact that with large assortments of the
same type of product, the customer’s choice has a large number
of degrees of freedom. However, we assume that from the point
of view of the retailer, customers with a common profile are
homogeneous in relation to the preferences of their products.
In practice, the definition of profiles reflects the degree of
customer information available to the retailer and the level
of detail that allows the retailer to implement other marketing
solutions.

The models are designed to understand customers based
on ranking derived from noisy data about user preferences,
similar, for example, to a web search, where the user’s choices
allow enriching the query keywords with the user information
[4], [5]. It can be assumed that users are not alike, but have
somewhat similar behavior with a certain preferences inherent
only to them. Therefore, it is possible to build a population
model that explains the similarities and diversity. Segmenta-
tion or clustering is the key to effective personalization and
identifying preferences. It should be noted that the machine
learning approach for personifying offers has long attracted
the attention of researchers and it is worth noting the Mallows
models [6] and the Plackett-Luce model [7].

Our approach is motivated by the interest of retailers in
identifying segments of customers with similar preferences
and in offering personalized assortments for their customers.
Unlike most of the existing works on offline settings (using
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historical data), we offer an algorithm for personalizing the
offer, which can be implemented in real time. In addition, the
proposed clustering policy is quite general and flexible, since
the number of clusters (segments) is endogenous and does not
require a preliminary determination.

We illustrate the practical value of a clustering policy in
real conditions using a dataset from a major Russian retailer.
The data set consists of roughly ten thousand cosmetic and
related goods purchased in different combinations in about
one hundred thousand transactions over two months period.
We compare the effectiveness of the proposed policy with a
data-intensive policy that ignores any potential similarity of
preferences in different profiles and, thus, evaluates the product
preferences for each profile individually.

Let’s describe the problem and the methods involved more
formally. Recommender systems are a popular tool aimed
to give a customer an advice which good in the best way
corresponds to his/her demands [8]. Many techniques can
be used to implement a recommender system. Context based
systems use some supplementary information about customers
or goods. However such information is often hard to achieve.
Another approach employs information about customer’s pref-
erences expressed by them in one way or another, for example,
in form of product rating at the shop’s site. In the latter
case some very efficient mathematical tools involving matrix
decomposition can be used. But getting client’s preference
data is associated with additional costs in offline shopping.
Finally, recommendations can be based on digital traces left
by anonymous customers, i.e. the set of customers’ receipts
registered up to a certain point. That is the system considered
in the present research.

Each receipt Z can be described as a binary vector of
length N corresponding to a total number of products sold
by a certain retail organization. The vector’s elements cor-
responding to products sold in that particular transaction are
marked as ones, and the rest are marked zeros. New customer’s
recommendations are made on the basis of the previously
collected receipt data and the currently performed transaction
Z0 which can be described in the same binary form.

New customer’s preference ratings can be achieved in
many ways. The simplest method could rely solely on the
products frequencies over all known transactions. Obviously
such a recommendation would not employ the Z0 information.
There are other popular methods which lack that drawback,
for example association rules [9], [10], clustering [11] based
techniques or collaborative filtering [12], [13].

Association rule is a way of measuring consequence like
relationships between objects. In this case the relation between
a product X being bought, i.e. Z0(X) = 1, and a product Y to
be recommended. The relation is characterized by two criteria,
namely support and confidence. Let’s denote the set of all
known receipts or digital traces by S, and by S(D) its subset
containing products from and arbitrary set D. Thus, S({X})
and S({Y }) will stand for subsets of S containing product X
or Y correspondingly, whereas S({X,Y }) will denote a subset
containing both goods. The support of X is then defined as

Sup(X) =
|S({X})|

|S| ,

whereas confidence of the X , Y pair is

Conf (X,Y ) =
|S({X,Y })|
|S({X})| .

Pairs of objects with large enough values of both criteria form
association rules which can be used to estimate probability
of buying product Y subject to product X purchase. The
conclusion may be made based on a single best association
rule or by their ensemble.

When using clustering techniques the set of binary receipt
vectors is divided into several groups or clusters in which the
digital traces are considered close to each other in terms of a
selected metric. Then the Y product’s preference rating can be
calculated by frequencies present in the cluster containing the
Z0 trace.

Finally, collaborative filtering is based on selecting a subset
of k vectors Z1, . . . , Zk closest to Z0. The preference rating
is then formed by frequency of product Y in the group
Z1, . . . , Zk obtained the described way.

The methods mentioned above are quite simple heuristics
which might be outperformed by the modern machine learning
techniques [17] which do nicely in various applied tasks. Those
are neural networks, gradient boosting decision tree ensembles
[18], support vector machines, etc. Weak use of the mentioned
methods in recommender systems design can be attributes to
the lack of a direct reduction of the recommender problem to
a standard classification one in the described vector space. A
novel object description is proposed in the following section.

II. CLUSTERING BASED FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS

Clustering methods are used in recommendation systems
to select groups of customers with similar preference profiles
[14]. Here we suggest another technique where clustering is
used to select groups of complementary products. The derived
set of clusters is further used to generate multidimentional fea-
ture description of products. Such descriptions allow effective
application of machine learning tools.Agglomerative hierarchi-
cal cluster analysis is preferable due to the fact that the number
of resulting clusters can be regulated by choosing a threshold
for the similarity between two clusters that are being merged.
A preliminary number of clusters is not required. Moreover, the
size distribution of clusters is effectively controlled by setting
the metric between the clusters.

The authors of the present research have already shown
that agglomerative hierarchical grouping method applied to the
described binary data produces well interpreted set of product
clusters [15]. The description of an arbitrary product X can be
formed by its similarity estimates to the products of different
clusters by the nature of interest of various customers in them.
The similarity measure can be expressed in form of binary
metrics using the fact that each product X can be described
in binary form as G(X) = [Z1(X), . . . , ZM (X)], where M
is the power of the set of receipts available for training ST .
Evidently, the use of the best known metrics such as Hamming
or Euclidian distances is inappropriate for the description of
shopping activity similarity. Those metrics basically count
the number of matches between components and hence the
absence of a product in two receipts is equally encouraged
as their presence. Thus, higher similarity will be estimated
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for products that are present in receipts with small number
of goods. The binary metrics that are widely used in biology,
ecology and other domains are preferable. The Jaccard index
and chi-squared metrics were tried in our previous research.
The chi-squared metric [16] has been proved advantageous
[15]. So, this metrics is used in current research. Let’s describe
it formally.

Let’s consider two arbitrary binary vectors x, y of the same
length. Let’s denote by a the number of positions in which both
vectors are ones, i.e. xyT . Let’s define b, c, d in the similar
fashion, i.e. b = x(1̄−y)T , c = (1̄−x)yT , d = (1̄−x)(1̄−y)T ,
where 1̄ is a vector of ones of the same length as both x and
y. The chi-squared metric ρ is then defined as

ρ(x, y) =
(ab− cd)2sign(ab− cd)√
(a+ b)(b+ c)(c+ d)(d+ a)

.

Similarity between two binary vectors x and y is proportional
to so defined ρ(x, y). Let we have L non-intersecting clusters
C1, . . . , CL in the ST set. The distance of product Y to the
i-th cluster is calculated as

P (Y,Ci) =
1

|Ci|
∑

X∈Ci

ρ(G(Y ), G(X)) .

Vector P (Y ) = [P (Y,C1), . . . , P (Y,CL)] can serve as a good
feature description of the product Y since it is continuous and
it reflects customer’s interest to the product in terms of his
interest to different clusters of products.

Let we now want to assess product preferences for cus-
tomers who bought a particular set of goods, i.e. who received
a particular receipt, and describe those preferences by vectors
of similar length. Let’s consider an arbitrary receipt Z with
a single limitation: it has to consist of more than r products.
Let X1, . . . , Xr be its top r goods in order of their frequency
decrease in ST . We deem that preference information of
another arbitrary product Y is contained to a large degree in
the combined vector [P (X1), . . . , P (Xr), P (Y )] and that it
can be extracted with machine learning techniques.

In the present research the underlying clustering was
performed with hierarchical grouping method. Starting with
the initial set of clusters equal to separate goods two closest
clusters were joined then on each step until a given distance
threshold was reached. The following function was used as a
similarity metric between clusters Ci and Cj . Let

ρUA(Ci, Cj) =
1

|Ci||Cj |
∑

X∈Ci

∑

Y ∈Cj

ρ(G(X), G(Y ))

ρCL(Ci, Cj) = min
X∈Ci, Y ∈Cj

ρ(G(X), G(Y )).

Using ρUA(Ci, Cj) implements unweighted average linkage
clustering, while using ρUA(Ci, Cj) corresponds to complete
linkage clustering that prevent merging big clusters. Thus
combining of two metrics allows to control distribution of
clusters by size. It was found that good results may be achieved
when simple sum of two similarity metrics is used:

ρ(Ci, Cj)ρUA(Ci, Cj) + ρCL(Ci, Cj).

Clusterization results. Agglomerative hierarchical clus-
terization technique using ρ(Ci, Cj) proximity metrics was

applied to dataset including 98500 receipts and about 6000
goods. As a result about 270 clusters with size of at least
5 products were outlined. In most cases clusters includes
products of similar assignment. At that many products inside
each cluster belong to the same brand. Such clusterization
results were evaluated as reasonable by experts. However
clusterization validity may be really correctly assessed when
it is used inside recommender system topredict customers
preferences.
To validate algorithms’ performance the available set of re-
ceipts S was divided into training and control parts ST and
SC , respectively. The training set was then used to calculate
product frequencies, pairwise distances and clustering. Further
it was used to generate predictive algorithm with the help
of machine learning techniques. The control part was used
solely to estimate algorithms’ performance as described later.
In the final experiments the division was made randomly in
proportion 7 training receipts to 3 control ones.

III. RECOMMENDER ALGORITHMS

A. Predicting models

Our goal was to compare efficiency of three different tech-
niques aimed to evaluate products preference ratings. As we
initially don’t have any information about buyers’ preferences
except the same receipt data, we base our evaluation on those
receipts. For that the receipts from the control set were reduced
to top r goods from each of them, i.e. the r products with the
highest sales rate or highest support in other words. Then the
ratings of all other products were estimated including both
goods which were actually bought in the real transaction and
goods which were not. The prediction made with the calculated
preference ratings was then compared to the real receipt to
compare methods’ performances. The described approach has
an obvious drawback as we can’t be sure that the considered
receipts contain all the relevant goods and only them. But given
the amount of receipts and the lack of alternatives we assume
that the described approach reflects method’s performance well
enough.

The considered techniques are: machine learning algorithm
AML, associative rules algorithm AAR and frequency based
algorithm AF . Of those the first two really base their prefer-
ence rating estimation for an arbitrary product Y on the top
r products from the receipt. AML uses previously achieved
clustering of goods to generate their informative multivariate
descriptions. Then the combined description of the top r
goods and Y is processed by the trained recognition algorithm
implementing some machine learning method. The possibility
of application of machine learning methods in this task comes
from their two stage nature. The so called margins or probabil-
ity estimates generated at the first stage of recognition can be
treated as preference ratings in this particular task. The second
technique AAR is based on associative rules relating evaluated
good Y to top r products. AF , on the contrary, makes constant
prediction independent of the receipt considered. Preference
rating of Y is estimated simply as Y ’s sales rate.

Let’s consider the algorithms in more details starting with
AML. After performing all the preliminary steps including
product clustering the training set ST is filtered to leave only
receipts containing at least r + k1 goods. k1 here reflects the
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number of positive examples which can be derived from each
receipt. This subset of ST will be further referred to as Sr+k1

T .

Then each receipt from Sr+k1

T was used to generate k1 + k2
training objects containing feature descriptions of the top r
goods from the receipt and the description of one product other
than top r ones.

More formally, let Zj be an arbitrary receipt from Sr+k1

T .

Let Xj
1 , . . . , X

j
r be the top r goods from the receipt in the

order of decrease of their frequency in the ST . Products
Y j
1 , . . . , Y

j
k1
, Y j

k1+1, . . . , Y
j
k1+k2

are chosen randomly from the

remaining N−r ones {X1, . . . , XN}\{Xj
1 , . . . , X

j
r} such that

Y j
1 , . . . , Y

j
k1

are present in the considered receipt and the rest
are not. Combined feature descriptions of the top r objects and
an additional one form the training objects derived from the
receipt Zj : [P (Xj

1), . . . , P (Xj
r ), P (Y j

k )], k = 1, . . . , k1 + k2.
The target value of the said objects is determined by the
presence of the corresponding Y product in the receipt, i.e.
it is equal 1 if Y j

k ∈ Zj and 0 otherwise.

The combined training sample was then used to train differ-
ent two-class machine learning methods [17] AML including
logistic regression, support vector machines, decision forests
with gradient boosting [18]. Their performance was estimated
with the multifold cross-validation with the class 1 gap as
preference rating for a product. The best model, which turned
out to be gradient boosting decision forest, was selected to use
in the final algorithm.

B. Steps of proposed algorithms

Thus training procedure for AML algorithm may be sum-
marized as follows.

• Step 1. Hierarchical grouping method is used to re-
ceive optimal clustering of products {C1, . . . , Cl} by
full initial training set ST .

• Step 2. Set Sr+k1

T is selected from initial training set
ST . Each receipt from Sr+k1 includes more than r+
k1 products. Let X1, ..., Xr be the products with the
greatest sales rate.

• Step 3. Combined training set is generated from
Sr+k1

T .

◦ Step 3 (a). Set {X1 . . . , Xr} and one product
Y that does not belong to set {X1 . . . , Xr}.
At that Y may be in receipt Z or may be not
in Z. Label 1 is assigned to product in case
when product Y was really bought and label
0 is assigned otherwise.

◦ Step 3 (b).For each object from training set
ST descriptions of products X1, . . . , Xr, Y are
calculated as vectors of distances to clusters
C1, . . . , Cl.

◦ Step 3 (c). Vector description of each ob-
jects is calculated as concatenation of products
X1, . . . , Xr, Y vector descriptions.

• Step 4. Machine learning method is used to generate
AML from training set ST version that was received
at steps 2-5.

To evaluate preference rating for some good Y from new
receipt Z it is necessary to take top goods from Z and to
calculate combined description according steps 3(a) and 3(b).
Then preference rating is calculated by combined description
with the help of algorithm AML.

Let consider in more details heuristics AAR. Support and
confidence are calculated for all products from the training
set ST and their pairs respectively. The associative rules
preference ratings for the owner of Zj receipt can then be
calculated as

AAR(Y, Zj) =
1

|{Xj
1 , . . . , X

j
r |Sup(Xj

i ) > 0}|×

×
∑

X∈{Xj
1 ,...,X

j
r |Sup(Xj

i )>0}
Conf (X j

i ,Y ) .

To implement calculation of preference ratings for good
Y by top r products with the help of algorithm AAR it is
necessary

• to find all possible associative rules at training stage,

• to select all associative rules that are associated with
Y and one of the top products.

The frequency based reference rating calculation involves
only the support value, i.e.

AF (Y, Zj) = Sup(Y ) .

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Performance validation

Performance validation of algorithms AML, AAR, AF was
done with the same set of objects. So, the sample structure
was mainly defined by the requirements of AML. That is the
control set of objects SC was filtered to leave only receipts
containing r + 1 goods or more. Each receipt was then used
to generate k3 = 1000 testing objects containing feature
descriptions of its top r goods in combinations with k3 other
objects chosen randomly independent of their presence in the
receipt. The correspondent target value was again determined
by the presence of the respective additional product in the
receipt. Each testing object’s preference rate was estimated
by the three algorithms and the resulting values were used to
compare methods with ROC analysis [19].

The initial set of about one hundred thousand receipts
generated in some time interval was provided by a distribution
network. 68955 of them were used for calculating frequencies
and association rules and the rest 29553 were used for control.
After that two tests were run with r, i.e. the number of products
required to be in the receipts, being 3 and 4. After the filtering
the control set reduced to 10010 and 7152 receipts respectively,
generating 1000 times as much testing objects. The respective
ROC curves are shown in the figures 1 and 2. In the legend
“boostings”, “sum” and “const” stay for AML, AAR and AF

respectively. Both pictures show advantage of the proposed
method, slightly increasing with r.

It is seen from plots (1) and (2) that a curve breaks exist
for FNR about 15.5% and at interval (0.155, 1) ROC curve
for algorithm AR reduces to linear dependence. Such effect is
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Fig. 1. ROC curve comparison for r = 3

Fig. 2. ROC curve comparison for r = 4

related to absence of associative rules with Conf(Xj , Y ) > 0
for 82% of evaluated products.

B. Mutual relationships between ratings

It is interesting to know if preference ratings calculated
by different techniques are correlated. Existence of a strong
correlation may indicate that it is sufficient to use a technique
with the best performance and it is not necessary to employ
another technique or their combinations. On the contrary a
weak correlation or absence of correlation makes it useful to
use combined solutions.
Relationship between preference ratings calculated with the

help of different methods are given at figures 3-5. Scatter plot
(3) represent relationship between preference ratings calculated
by algorithm AF and algorithm AAR. Existence of strong
linear correlation is seen for majority of observations. However
for relatively small group of cases preference ratings calculated
by AAR are significantly higher than preference ratings calcu-
lated by algorithm AF .

Fig. 3. Relationship between AAR and AF

Fig. 4. Relationship between AML and AAR

It is from scatter plot 4 that practically there is no cor-
relation between ratings calculated by AAR and by AML. It
is seen from plot (5) that correlation beween AML and AF

is weak. Pearson correlation coefficient between preference
ratings calculated by AF and AAR is equal 0.603,correlation
coefficient between preference ratings calculated by AML and
AAR is equal 0.27, correlation coefficient between preference
ratings calculated by AML and AAR is equal 0.495.

V. CONCLUSION

A new method has been developed for estimating customer
preferences by the anonymous cash receipts data. The method
involves several steps. At the first stage, a system of clusters
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Fig. 5. Relationship between AML and AF

of related products is constructed using hierarchical cluster-
ing methods. At the second stage, multidimensional feature
descriptions of goods are formed, which are defined as a set
of distances of products to clusters. To rank the products a
customer is not currently buying the description of each of
them combined with the description of several products he is
buying is processed by a previously trained machine learning
algorithm. The achieved estimates are used to sort the products
and recommend the most promising ones. Training is carried
out using a sample that includes the same descriptions. The
sample includes both cases of purchased and non-purchased
goods. The real data experiments were conducted with differ-
ent numbers of products form each receipt being selected as
the description base. In all cases the most frequently purchased
products were selected as such. The experiments indicate the
prospects of the proposed approach.

Firstly, the experiments showed that in this setting the
effectiveness of the method based on the use of the machine
learning method turned out to be slightly higher than the ef-
fectiveness of methods based on assessing preferences only by
the frequency of goods’ purchase, as well as the method based
on ensembles of associative rules. Evaluation was performed
by ROC AUC.

Secondly, It is important to mention that though the ROC
AUC values of the proposed method the frequency based
algorithm are quite close the experiments showed significant
differences between their recommendations in terms of goods.
The machine learning algorithm suggests rarer products which
may be advantageous for the shop owner. Also, the correlation
value indecate that method ensembles might provide some
improvement in future research.

In general, this article discusses a large amount of data on
the sales of the Russian retailer, with a large assortment of
products, as well as the algorithm that for several purchased
products, customers assign them some profiles. Customer
preferences are unknown to the seller and should be studied
over time. To do this, it is proposed to distinguish the core
of the clusters that describe a particular type of consumption,
and as soon as the client purchases 3-4 products from one

core, the rest of the core products can be offered to him, and
then products in the same cluster but not from the core. Such
products can be called peripheral products. Peripheral products
can show the nearest core, and thus you can diagnose and show
a possible change in the type of consumption. This will allow
you to adaptively adjust the composition of customer segments
based on purchase information.

Thus, it is possible to form a recommender which, for
several products, makes a conclusion about the type of client
and possible changes. It is traditionally believed that as the
number of customer profiles increases, marginal profitability
from the information itself and its consolidation from different
points of sale decreases, that is, the data does not allow
revealing structures. Our approach related to the cluster core
and its periphery does not work with clusters as a whole, but
with a structure consisting of a core and a periphery, which in
turn can be associated with another core. Thus, we can work
together and separately with the nuclei and peripherals, which
is another area for future research.
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